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Vibrations

Sound
• human ear
• sound spectrum
• music

Electromagnetic Waves
• radio waves
• light
• x-rays

Gravitational Waves
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Sound
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Hair cells in Organ of Corti respond to sound:
3500 primary sensors



71 Hertz (1 Hz) = 1 cycle per second



8The ear as a spectrum analyser
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Sound wave of 440 Hz (the A above middle C)
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Combine 440 Hz and 660 Hz (ratio 2:3)      
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The response of the diaphragm (ear drum) of the human ear is 
asymmetric.
It moves outwards more easily than it moves inwards. 
440 Hz plus 660 Hz looks like this:
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Hermann von Helmholtz (1821-1894) studied human hearing.
He discovered the additional frequencies arising from the asymmetric 
ear-drum.
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Two notes will sound consonant if the ratio of their frequencies have 
small integer ratios:

1:1 unison 440:440
2:1 octave 880:440
3:2 fifth 660:440
4:3 fourth 587:440
5:4 major third 550:440
6:5 minor third 528:440

If two notes do not have frequencies in a simple ratio they sound 
dissonant. 
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A spectrum analyser 
produces a spectrum as 
it happens.

Early spectrum 
analysers were big and 
expensive.
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A simple spectrum analyser: Oboe
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James Clerk Maxwell 
(1831–1879)
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VLF

Whistlers are heard in the radio band between 1 and 10 Khz.

They occur naturally and are triggered by lightning.
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Whistlers
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Earth’s magnetic field lines
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Radio 
spectrum.
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UK:  The 4G auction took place in 2013.
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US
Since July 1994, the FCC has conducted 87 spectrum 
auctions, which raised over $60 billion for the U.S. 
Treasury

Germany
In 2000 the German government conducted an 
auction for 12 frequency blocks for mobile 
telephony. Total bids reached EUR 50.8 billion.
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A search of the radio frequency license register shows 
amateur radio operator xxxxxxxxxxxxx holds the 
licence on behalf of amateurs to transmit on 
434.050MHz.

"Remote controls, such as those in car door remotes, 
operate within the Short Range Device Notice and 
have secondary use of the same frequency range 
433.050 to 434.920MHz."

Both parties are legally allowed to transmit on the 
frequency.
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Voyager 1 – launched 5th September 1977, now beyond Pluto
Radio 23 watts (compare 3 watts for cell phones)
8 GHz band
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Light

Interferometer
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Light

Diffraction
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Buckminsterfullerene

C60
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CT scanners 
(computed 
tomography)
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Gravity Waves

Albert Einstein :
1879-1955
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In the theory of 
relativity space is 
'warped' by 
planets and stars
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Einstein's theory of relativity predicts that massive objects can collapse to 
the stage that light can no longer escape. These are called black holes. 
Gravitational lensing tells us they are there.

If the sun 
was a black 
hole it would 
be 3Km 
radius.

If the earth 
was a black 
hole it would 
be 9mm 
radius.
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X-rays detected by satellites also provide evidence of black 
holes as they swallow nearby stars.
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Laser interferometers for gravity wave detection have been built in the US (2) and Italy (1)
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The first gravity waves detected were from collision of two black 
holes of about 36 and 29 solar masses 1.3 billion light years away.

At moment of collision energy release was greater than that of 
observable universe.

Total energy output approx three times mass of sun.

(Most powerful H-bomb converted 2.3Kg of hydrogen into 50Mt of 
energy).  

Merging of two black holes
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